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Property Management Software
Never out of Commission.

BOOK A DEMO
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Rentman is a property software hub that brings together your lettings, sales, property management and client accounting.

Undeniably, it’s the total package.



Your Options







Property Management
A complete property management software solution. In particular, view and manage properties, track maintenance tasks and keep in control of your accounts.









Lettings Software
From property portals, to creating agreements. Our software unquestionably streamlines your marketing and makes administration a breeze.









Sales Software
Everything you need to comprehensively manage your sales pipeline, from marketing, to offers, through to completion.














Seamless Administration
Stay in Control



	Stay Legally Compliant (AST’s & Notices)
	Diary Sync. with Outlook, Google & your mobile
	200+ Fully Customisable Documents




MORE INFO
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Marketing Done & Dusted
Relax and take a break




	Realtime Property Uploads
	Instant Applicant/Property Matching
	Window Displays, Brochures & Website Integration






MORE INFO





Confidence in Accounts
Relax and take a break




	Simple Upload of Bank Statements
	Complete Client Accounting
	Quick and Easy Landlord Statements






MORE INFO
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More Than Just Software





	SETUP



	TRAINING



	WEBSITES



	SUPPORT






Help when it's needed most

Here at Rentman we pride ourselves on being more than just a property management software provider. In contrast to other companies who just hand over an instruction manual, we like to take a different approach.

We want your agency to get the maximum benefit from our software. Therefore you need a good understanding of the many features it has to offer. That’s why we offer comprehensive setup and training services for all of our customers.





Every option to suit your needs.


Choose Rentman as your property management software and you will receive 14 hours of remote training. Therefore making sure the software is ready to help you hit the ground running. We can also offer additional training in various forms;

* Bespoke days in your office.

* Remote training.





First-class websites for property professionals.


Our experience over the past 25 years allows us to deliver stunning websites that will stand out from the crowd. But also project the values and image of your business.

We offer a range of options so our websites can be as simple or complex as you wish. Above all, you will be safe in the knowledge that the connection between Rentman will operate smoothly. Providing your customers and clients with the user experience you and they require.





Sometimes we all need a little help.


Our dedicated support team are available when you need them 6 days a week. Using the latest remote access technology, our highly-trained technicians can also assist with any issues you may encounter.

As a result, our customer feedback consistently reports a 95% satisfaction rating of GOOD or OUTSTANDING.













Working With Industry Giants
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What Our Clients Say











.
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Highly Recommended!
Smooth transition from an older software to this one! Really helpful and patient with their support to new learners. Highly recommend!
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Best Business Decision Ever!
We are saving hours and hours each week because of your processes and the support team always go the extra mile. You have a great product. Thank you very much for making our life so much easier.
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Very Happy With Rentman!
I recommend it to people all the time! I don’t know another letting agent who has the same relationship with their management software people.
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Why Choose Rentman?
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No Hassle - Cloud Storage.


	
		
			Never again will you need to worry about the loss of your data. With hassle-free automatic back-ups and first-rate security. Our cloud storage partnership means we have it under control 24/7.


		

	




	

Flexible for all agencies.


	
		
			We understand that no two agents are the same. Therefore our package gives you the options required to complete your work-flow in a way that best suits you.


		

	





	

Scalable to size.


	
		
			Whether you are a new start-up or an established agent. Our single or multi-branch capability means the software can expand with you. As and when you choose.


		

	




	

Easy to use.


	
		
			Designed to automate and simplify the complex workflow of today’s busy property professional. 25 years of customer led enhancements have made us a market leader.


		

	

















Book Your Demo Today

Book a free demonstration now with a member of our sales team.

Let us show you how our software can enhance your business.
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